Goshala BJ Animal care (established May 2021)

Financials 2021

Total Donations received= $39553.85
Balance in hand(12/25/21) = $8k

Your donations supported following expenses in San Martin goshala.

- Food Supplies (may-dec) - $15481.4
- Medical and miscellaneous expenses - $3082.27
- Housing repairs in goshala - $12703.72
  (damaged shed floors, expansion of cow’s grazing areas, leaking roofs, broken fencing, installation of new shed)

Thank You is a very small word for your humble support in the lives of these innocent beings.

Goshala BJ Animal care is a 501 (C) (3) animal welfare nonprofit, charitable organization. All donations are tax deductible (corporate match, cash, vehicle, crypto & securities, etc) Tax Id # 86-1872047
2022 & onwards……...

We hope to continue the efforts to provide them basic needs of life…..

Projected needs for year 2022 in San Martin goshala-

- Food supplies- $30k
- Veterinary cost- $5-7k
- Onsite Hay store- $5k (to facilitate visitor-feeding)

Future- We wish to extend our efforts locally & beyond for supporting more cow sanctuaries and the Rescue and Rehabilitation of more farm animals into goshala’s safe sanctuaries

Goshala BJ Animal care is a registered 501(C)(3) animal welfare nonprofit, charitable organization. All donations are tax deductible (corporate match, cash, vehicle, crypto & securities, etc) Tax Id # 86-1872047